Oxygen sensor design: analysis and correction of problems associated with zero current, stability and structure.
Membrane-covered polarographic sensors were designed by Leland Clark several decades ago. The membrane covering was a brilliant innovation because it provided an isolation of electrochemical elements from the external environment. These sensors have found a wide range of applications in many aspects of medicine, research and industry but they do not perform well at low oxygen levels because of high and unpredictable zero-current and drift characteristics. The key to overall improved zero-current and stability was a highly improved cathode seal design. Rather than heat-sealing wire into glass microtubing, a high temperature molding procedure was employed. Other improvements involved substantial modifications to the conventional methods of fixing the membrane in place, eliminating all crevices at the periphery of the membrane. This guards against potential contamination, entrapment of gas bubbles and carry over. The present sensor design can operate in gases and liquids with zero current less than 0.02% oxygen.